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even in the dark, what campaigns they had been through. He
remarked how they were all walking perfectly straight and how
twenty-five years ago not one of them would have been able to
walk straight, or, perhaps, even to walk at all. This is a specimen
of his picturesque way of stating things.
Tuesday, October xst.
Hospital for Incurables.   West Hill.
What must be feelings of patient as he drives into entrance of
this Hospital, and sees the big sign : " Hospital for Incurables " ?
Thursday, October yd.
Granville Barker's " A Winter's Tale " at Savoy. Quite half
the words incomprehensible. Esm6 Beringer alone was clear.
No music. Impossibility of seeing whole of stage from front row
of dress circle, near middle, without leaning on the balustrade.
Scarcely ever possible to distinguish blank verse. Revels in last
act agreeable. Very little good acting—except Whitby's
Autolycus and Esm^'s Paulina. Lilian x fairish in last scene,
when she could be statuesque. The text was given almost
integrally, and one perceived portions of dullness which might
have been cut with advantage. General impression of a simple,
good, impossible plot with lofty emotion in it—delectable enough
after " Bunty ". But the beauty of detail nearly all lost. From
such a performance no one could divine that this is a late play
of Shakspere. Wilkinson's setting unimportant.
October €&.
Boer War,
Mrs. S.'s story, gathered in S. Africa, of Kitchener suddenly
appearing in ball-room of Mt. Nelson Hotel, where officers sent
down by Roberts as worse than useless were dancing with
prostitutes, etc.: " Gentlemen, your train leaves in f hour.
You will be there. So shall I." Some of them had to turn up
in dress clothes. K/s idea was that they should at any rate do
some kind of work, so he drove them out of there. . . . She said
that of one cargo of 319 nurses that went out, 300 were dead in
2^ months, owing to idiotic hygienic arrangements and general
stupidity. I doubt the figures.
1 Lillah. McCarthy played Hennione.
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